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Abstract: This paper addresses a critical issue within the healthcare industry, where concerns regarding transparency and accountability
have surfaced following certain instances of potential misconduct. In particular, there have been allegations in certain countries,
asserting the situation where some healthcare institutions prolong the use of intensive care services for deceased patients to generate
additional revenue, leading to a severe erosion of trust between the families of patients and these institutions. To mitigate these
concerns, we offer insights into how a blockchain-based system integrated with the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) can help in
solving such problems. This approach seeks to enhance trust and transparency by capturing patient data and ensuring its immutability
through blockchain technology. Based on the use-case, the architecture of IoT-Blockchain can vary. The system adopts a decentralized
framework for combating the addressed concerns with efficacy. The system will provide a secure, tamper-proof, and accountable
mechanism that can alleviate trust issues and uphold the highest ethical standards in healthcare. Upon deploying the system the
stakeholders, especially the patient’s relatives, will be able to access patient data in real-time and gain insights into the patient’s condition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The healthcare industry stands as a cornerstone of the

society, founded on the principles of patient care, ethical
practice, and unwavering trust. However, recent revelations
of potential misconduct within certain healthcare institu-
tions have cast a shadow over these noble ideals. Reports
of patients being maintained in intensive care beyond med-
ical necessity, to extract additional financial revenue have
raised serious concerns about transparency, integrity, and
the ethical underpinnings of healthcare [1], [2], [3].

At the heart of this issue lies a crisis of trust—a trust that
forms the very bedrock of the patient-doctor relationship
and the entire healthcare system. The erosion of this trust
poses not only an immediate challenge but also a profound
threat to the entire healthcare ecosystem. It is imperative
that we respond with innovative solutions that not only
address the immediate concerns but also shape the future
of healthcare data management and ethical practices.

In this context, we provide a solution that leverages the
convergence of two transformative technologies: blockchain
and the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). This paper
outlines on how this combination can be used to restore
trust in healthcare institutions and also to provide secure,

transparent, and ethical patient data management.

Blockchain has gained popularity due to the fact that
‘trust’ can be attained without human intervention but
through cryptographic techniques. Due to this reason, it
makes it hard for a user to falsify/ tamper/ delete the data
[4], [5]. Internet of Things (IoT) has witnessed explosive
growth, with billions of devices and sensors being deployed
across various industries and sectors. These devices, collect
large amount of data and communicate with each other,
through a network. The integration of blockchain and Inter-
net of Things (IoT) technology signifies a revolutionary and
creative frontier within the digital connectivity landscape.
This fusion of technologies could revolutionize the inherent
capability to transform the manner in which devices engage,
exchange and safeguard data ensuring the integrity and
authenticity of information. Hence blockchain for IoT is a
promising field in several applications like energy manage-
ment [6], [7], [8], supply chain [9] asset tracking [10], [11],
healthcare [12], [13], [14], smart city [15], [16], industrial
devices [17], and home automation [18].

Even though Blockchain and IoT have several use-cases,
there is no one-stop solution considering the implementa-
tions. We are integrating this technology to offer an effective
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solution for a specific scenario where healthcare institutions
are managing deceased patients in intensive care, leading to
trust concerns. Whether the patient arrived at the hospital
alive or not remains uncertain. This is a primary concern
while the other concern is the institutional restrictions in
intensive care units making it impossible for the family
members to assess the patient’s condition. The latter is
unarguably due to safety protocols.

2. MOTIVATION
The motivation behind this research work is deeply

rooted in the fundamental principles of healthcare: trust,
transparency, and the ethical treatment of patients. The
allegations levelled against certain healthcare institutions
exploiting patients and their families for financial gain have
created a crisis of confidence within the healthcare industry.
To address these concerns, it is imperative to build a patient-
centric care [19], to lay the foundation of trust between
patient and doctor [20], to provide data security and privacy
[21] and to maintain ethical practices.

1. Patient-Centric care: Healthcare is fundamentally
about patient well-being, and any action that undermines
this core principle must be rectified. The allegations of
prolonged ventilator usage on deceased patients go against
the very essence of patient-centric care, and dignity of
life. By addressing this issue, we aim to reaffirm our
commitment to the highest ethical standards in healthcare.

2. Rebuilding trust: Trust is the foundation of the
patient-doctor relationship and the healthcare system as a
whole. When the factor of trust diminishes, it poses a severe
threat to patient care and outcomes. By implementing a
system that ensures transparency and accountability, we can
restore reliability or atleast initiate the process of rebuilding
the trust that has been damaged.

3. Data security and privacy: In an era of advancing
technology, security and privacy of patient data should
be protected. Hence there is a need to protect sensitive
patient information and safeguard it against any form of
manipulation or unauthorized access.

4. Technological innovation: The integration of
blockchain and IoMT represents a significant leap in the
forward direction in healthcare technology. It offers an
opportunity not only to address the immediate issue but
also to create a model for the secure, tamper-proof, and
ethical management of medical data.

5. Ethical imperative: As a society, we hold ourselves
accountable for the ethical treatment of patients in the
healthcare system. It is our moral obligation to ensure that
medical practices are conducted with highest standards of
integrity. This motivation is deeply rooted in our collective
commitment to medical ethics and patient well-being.

6. Future of healthcare: The successful implementation
of blockchain and IoMT could serve as a blueprint for future

Figure 1. Block Structure: Blocks in Blockchain linked to the
previous block

healthcare systems, not just in terms of patient data manage-
ment but in rebuilding the trust that is vital to the practice
of medicine. It paves the way for a healthcare system that
is patient-focused, technologically advanced, and, above all,
built on a foundation of trust and transparency.

The motivation for this research work is driven by
a commitment to the highest standards of patient care
and medical ethics. By addressing the issues at hand and
embracing innovative technology, we seek to restore trust,
ensure data integrity, and contribute to the evolution of a
healthcare system that places the welfare of patients at its
core.

3. BACKGROUND
Blockchain is a system which records transactions

across computers in a peer-to-peer network. The initial
implementation of blockchain was mainly for cryptocur-
rencies which was proposed to solve the double-spending
problem. The main components in a blockchain system are
transaction data, distributed ledgers, consensus and peer to
peer network. Data is organized into blocks and each block
is linked to its previous block as shown in Figure 1. This
helps in preventing data tampering. Validating and verifying
the transactions are done through a consensus mechanism.
Verified data is then distributed to multiple nodes within the
network. Proof-of-Work (PoW) [4] is a common consensus
adopted in many blockchain applications including Bitcoin.
It has high energy usage and is more suitable for public
blockchains [22]. A public blockchain is a permissionless
blockchain where anyone can take part in the consensus pro-
cess and can be added as a node in the network. These types
of blockchains are predominantly used in cryptocurrencies.
While extending the use of blockchain to applications like
IoT, mostly permissioned blockchains are used where nodes
participating in the process is added by a trusted entity [23].
The consensus used for such type of blockchain also varies.
An example is PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance)
[24].

Another consensus that is used in blockchain is Proof-
of-Authority (PoA) [25]. It is more energy efficient and
provides better scalability. The validators are nodes in
the blockchain that are added by a trusted entity. The
algorithm operates in rounds during which an elected party
acts as validator. The selected validator will be chosen for
creating the block. The validator can be chosen using round-
robin fashion or weighted random fashion. PoA has better
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performance as less message exchanges are conducted.

The Internet of Things (IoT) are the physical devices
in a network such as medical devices, home appliances,
RFID tags, sensors used in industry, sensors in vehicles etc.
The health customized version of IoT also called the IoMT
which is a subdomain of IoT, employs sensors to measure
various parameters from patients body such as heart rate,
blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, temper-
ature etc. They can be used for various applications such
as medical implants, patient monitoring, where real-time
patient data can be made available to users. Much like
IoT devices, they utilize sensors and machine intelligence
to reduce the human intervention in medical field. This
helps in reducing cost, time and effort spent on patients
by medical professionals. However, these sensors generate
patient data, which should be handled in a highly secure
manner. The traditional way of handling IoT data is through
a centralized database. It has several disadvantages [26],

1. Centralized database system stores all data in one
node. Even though it makes it easier to manage data, it is
a single point of failure. If any system failure occurs, it is
hard to recover the data.

2. Centralized databases are targeted by attackers. The
data can be modified by internal or external threats.

While dealing with sensitive personal data, it is crucial
to comply with regulations such as the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) in Europe, and the HIPAA in the
USA to safeguard personal information. These regulations
necessitate that systems guarantee the confidentiality of
patient data. Leveraging technology in a healthcare envi-
ronment can support patients and medical professionals in
facilitating the management of electronic health records,
developing tools for diagnosis of diseases, facilitating phar-
maceutical delivery and enhancing Bio-medical research
and Genomics [27], [28].

Major advantages of IoMT based Health care system are

1. Effective Remote Monitoring: allows healthcare
providers to monitor patient’s health data and vital signs
outside of traditional clinical settings, such as hospitals
or clinics. It involves the use of various electronic de-
vices and technology to collect, transmit, and store patient
health information. Healthcare providers, such as doctors or
nurses, can access the patient’s data through the platform in
real-time or at scheduled intervals. They can monitor vital
signs, review trends, and make informed decisions about
the patient’s health.

2. Reduction in cost: This reduces hospital expenses
as the patient does not have to stay in the hospital for
continuous monitoring. Patients can be monitored even from
outside and the collected data can be transmitted to the
healthcare provider.

3. Improved health services in the Hospital: Doctors can
monitor the health of the patient through his/her phone from
a convenient location and provide suggestive treatment and
consultations without any delay.

4. Health alerts. The system can be programmed to
send alerts or notifications to healthcare providers/patients/
relatives when certain thresholds or abnormal readings are
detected. This allows for early intervention in case of
deteriorating health [29].

In addition, Table1 provides existing challenges in venti-
lator based IoMT system and how blockchain based system
can address these challenges.

4. RELATED WORK
The majority of blockchain and IoMT applications

available in literature focus on remote patient monitoring,
wireless capsule endoscopy and telemedicine systems.

The authors in [30] have employed smart contracts for
patient monitoring and for sharing the results with health
care providers. They have onChain and OffChain data.
Patient data is not stored in blockchain, whereas it is for-
warded to EHR storage database. The blockchain transac-
tions are linked to the EHR. This will allow the modification
of data in EHR. Authors in [31] have utilised Hyperledger
Fabric platform to create a private blockchain to analyse the
storage and data authorization. They have used both public
and private data. To ensure data privacy and integrity during
data retrieval from a cloud-based blockchain database, they
employed a consensus mechanism that combines Proof of
Integrity (PoI) and Proof of Validity (PoV). The system is
used for remote patient monitoring.

Authors in [32] proposed blockchain-based smart con-
tracts for authorizing sensor devices and supports the reg-
istration of patients and healthcare workers in a healthcare
facility. They used IPFS for data storage. In [33] protocol
using directed acyclic graphs called GHOSTDAG is pro-
posed for remote patient monitoring. They have also used
a hybrid storage where patient data gets stored in a EHD
storage unit whereas blockchain stores only the transaction
events. Authors in [34] proposed system for remote patient
monitoring. They used smart contract for access control and
IPFS for storing the data as off-chain.

Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) is an imaging
technology, that uses a pill camera for imaging internal
body parts to recognize stomach infections. Authors in [35]
use blockchain based approach with convolutional neural
network (CNN) model for classifying stomach infections.
The authors in [36] offer solutions for teleconsultation
service through blockchain. They use an interface layer
for communication purposes, a DApp layer that includes
smart contracts for providing security and scalability and a
Blockchain layer. IPFS is used for distributed storage.

FHIRChain [37] provides authentication using public
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TABLE I. Challenges in Ventilator based IoMT system

Challenge Existing challenges in Ventilator based IoMT
system How Blockchain can address these challenges

Unauthorized
Access and
Control

Unauthorized device access by individuals gain-
ing access to the ventilator system is a primary
concern. These malicious actors could manipulate
settings, control ventilation parameters, or disrupt
the system’s operation

Blockchain can support identity management and
access control mechanisms.

Data
Privacy
and Confi-
dentiality

Inadequate protection of patient data and medical
records. Unauthorized access to patient informa-
tion can lead to privacy breaches and compromise
patient confidentiality. This includes vulnerabili-
ties relevant to storage facilities, network infras-
tructure, transmission protocols, etc

Certain blockchain platforms enables secure and
direct communication between devices. This can
be obtained by establishing a direct and encrypted
channel between the ventilator and smart devices.

Data
Tampering
and Manip-
ulation

Physical or remote tampering with the ventilator
system can lead to malfunctions, system integrity
issues leading to erroneous data, incorrect treat-
ment, or disruption of critical care services

Application of Blockchain provides a tamper-
proof ledger where each transaction (data ex-
change) is recorded in a block. Once a block is
added to the chain, it cannot be altered. Ensures
that crucial patient data transmitted between the
ventilator and smart devices remains unchanged
and trustworthy.

Network
Vulnerabili-
ties

Insecure network connections and communica-
tion channels attribute to infrastructure security.
Vulnerabilities in network protocols or devices
can be exploited for unauthorized access or data
interception

Blockchain uses decentralized network, elim-
inating single point of failures. Data is dis-
tributed across nodes, enhancing system re-
silience. Blockchain improves system reliability
by reducing the risk of disruptions due to a single
point of failure or malicious attacks.

Insufficient
Authenti-
cation and
Authoriza-
tion

Weak or inadequate authentication and authoriza-
tion mechanisms. Unauthorized users may gain
access to sensitive functions or information

Participants in the network can be authenticated,
and access permissions can be defined through
smart contracts. Implementation of Blockchain
makes sure that only authorized personnel and
devices have access to patient data and controls
who can interact with the blockchain.

Interoperability
Challenges

Lack of standardized communication protocols
while transmitting prioritized information are
well known interoperability challenges. Interop-
erability issues with other healthcare systems
may lead to data integrity problems or delayed
patient care.

Using an appropriate consensus mechanism can
guarantee the accuracy and validity of patient
data exchanged between devices by requiring
consensus among network participants.

key cryptography and a smart-contract based system is used.
The patient data is stored off-chain.

In this paper we provide how blockchain based system
with IoMT can be used for developing trust between patient
and hospital, for a certain context where hospitals use
deceased patients to make additional revenue.

5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A. Overview

The patient is affixed with a ventilator device that can
sense patient’s vitals with sensors such as Temperature
sensor, SPO2 (oxygen concentration), Pulse Oximeter. In
addition to these, other sensors required are EEG (Elec-
troencephalogram), ECG (Electrocardiogram), Blood Pres-
sure Monitor, Heart rate Sensor, ET-CO2 (End-tidal carbon

dioxide) sensor. The generated data is sent to a smart
device within the hospital. The smart device is capable
of creating transactions with the data generated by the
sensors. The hospitals are provided with a smart device
capable of generating anonymous patient ID, possessing its
own public-private Key pair and capable of creating smart
contracts. Each hospital is added to the blockchain through
a trusted entity. This trusted entity could be a governmental
entity that manages the department of health. This entity
adds the hospitals in the area as nodes in the blockchain.
Each node can store a copy of the transactions. Figure 2
provides overview of the network architecture.

B. Key generation
The public-private key pair is generated through public

key cryptographic algorithms, specifically elliptic curve
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Figure 2. Overview of network architecture

cryptography (ECC). A private key is a 256-bit (64-
character hexadecimal) number which should be kept con-
fidential. The public key can be derived from the private
key. The patient’s anonymous address is then obtained from
the public key. Even though both keys are mathematically
related, deriving the private key from public key is hard.
However, the reverse is a straightforward process. The
security of the system is provided through this one-way
relationship.

The private key is used to create signature and the
signature could be verified by its corresponding public
key without revealing the private key. Initially, the private
key is generated using pseudorandom number generation
technique, by randomly selecting a 256-bit number less than
‘n’, where n is a constant defined as the order of the elliptic
curve.

Pu = Pk ∗ R

where Pk is the private key, R is the generator point,
and Pu is the public key [38].

It is easier to find the public key from private key but
the reverse is hard due to the one-way property. From the
public key ‘Pu’, anonymous address can be generated using
algorithms such as SHA256 and the RIPEMD160.

Anonymous ID= RIPEMD160(SHA256(K))

C. Registration phase
Device Registration: Each healthcare center will possess

smart devices that are capable of performing cryptographic
functions. Smart device is incorporated with sensors in the
ventilator along with other required sensors. The smart
devices are initially registered with the trusted entity. Each
smart device collects data from sensors, process it further,
initiate smart contract and follow the blockchain process.

Patient Registration: Patients are registered with the
smart device to generate the anonymous ID.

D. Consensus
Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) based consensus algo-

rithms are mostly adopted for permissioned blockchains.
Proof of Authority (PoA) [25] is a kind of BFT algorithm
used in Parity [39]- the Rust-based Ethereum client and
Geth [40]- the GoLang-based Ethereum client. As it is used
for permissioned network, the nodes in the blockchain are
called authorities. Authorities are identified by an identifier
and at least N/2 +1 is assumed to be honest, where ‘N’ is
the number of trusted nodes. All nodes in the network are
assumed to be synchronized with the same UNIX time ‘t’.
The leader is selected by

l = S modN

Where the index S is computed by each authority as

S = t/step duration

Where step duration is a constant determining the
duration of the step.

Authorities collect transactions in a transaction queue,
and a selected leader broadcasts these transactions to other
authorities during the Block Proposal Round.

Each authority then sends the received block to others.
This is called Block Acceptance Round. In this round, if
authorities do not agree on the proposed block, a voting
is triggered to determine whether the current leader is
malicious or not. A leader may exhibit malicious behavior
under the following conditions:

1) it fails to propose any block
2) it proposes an excessive number of blocks beyond

the expected amount, or
3) it puts forth distinct blocks to different authorities

By this way malicious nodes can be identified and removed
[41].

E. Block creation and Data storage
Smart device invokes the smart contract and creates

transaction. The transaction is signed by the smart device.
Unconfirmed transactions are broadcasted to the mempool.
Miners (Selected validators based on consensus algorithm)
confirm the transactions and add it to the blockchain. Users
(Patient’s relatives) can view the transactions using their
private key.

Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram. Initially, the
patient is registered with the smart device. The device
provides an anonymous ID (public- private key pair) to the
patient. Sensors gather the data from patient which gets
added to the smart device. The smart device then creates a
smart contract to include the transactions. Miners confirm
the transactions and confirmed transactions are added to the
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Figure 3. Sequence Diagram

block. Users (relatives of patient) can view the real-time
data through a cloud-based system.

A major challenge in implementing blockchain for
healthcare system is the impracticality of storing large
amounts of data in the blockchain. This will create high
latency in the network and large storage space is required
in each node. Hence healthcare blockchain applications use
hybrid storage methodology where healthcare data is moved
to cloud and blockchain nodes contains pointer to it [30].
This is represented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Blockchain process with Hybrid storage

However, if the data to be added is of a significantly
smaller size, it is possible to store the data in the blockchain
database as shown in Figure 5. For the mentioned cause, the
data will not be large as it is applicable only for patients
who are in intensive care units.

Figure 5. Blockchain Process with data stored in Blockchain Nodes

As per the HIPPA rule “There are no restrictions on the
use or disclosure of de-identified health information. De-
identified health information neither identifies nor provides
a reasonable basis to identify an individual” [42]. For the
mentioned cause, instead of creating encryption overhead,
providing pseudo-anonymous address that would not link to
the identity of the patient can provide privacy for the patient

data. This is accomplished through one-way cryptographic
function.

6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Ethereum [40] is an opensource blockchain-based plat-

form, which features smart contract. Smart contracts are
programs that run on the Ethereum network and executes
automatically when certain conditions are met. The advan-
tage of using smart contracts is that it doesn’t need a central
authority to control the process. The system operates as a
state machine, wherein each transaction undergoes a series
of state transitions. Consequently, the subsequent state is
determined by both the data from the prior state and the
current transaction. Ethereum employs a specific language,
Solidity, designed for crafting smart contracts. Transactions
in Solidity involve invoking methods written in the code.

Truffle is an Ethereum development framework, that pro-
vides a suite of tools that can be used during development,
testing and deployment phases. We used Ganache [43] to
set up an Ethereum blockchain to deploy smart contracts.
Remix IDE [44], which is a web browser-based IDE is used
to create smart contracts in Solidity. Data from the ventilator
is stored in the blockchain by invoking the smart contract.
Figure 6 shows the smart contract created using Remix IDE.
Various IoMT sensors collect the patient’s vitals such as
Blood Pressure, ET-CO2, Heart rate, Pulse Oximeter, SPO2
and temperature. The smart contract created in Ethereum is
invoked, which add these data to the blockchain.

Figure 6. Smart contract Data

Gas represents the cost associated with executing trans-
actions on the Ethereum blockchain, with users paying gas
fees in ether to the Ethereum network. These fees are
deducted from the user’s account during interactions with
smart contracts, covering each operation, transaction, or
function call within the contract. The gas limit is a fixed
value indicating the maximum amount of gas allocated for
a transaction, paid upfront before any computation occurs
and cannot be increased later. A higher gas limit typically
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implies an expectation of more computational work. Mean-
while, the gas price denotes the cost per unit of work
performed, representing the payment per unit of gas for
all computational expenses incurred during the transaction’s
execution [45]. We conducted the experiment by calculating
the Gas usage based on two scenarios: Sensor data stored
in separate transactions, and Sensor data stored in the same
transaction. While deploying the transactions as individual
transactions as shown in Figure 7, the gas used for each
transaction is 21,204. Hence the total gas usage for all the
transactions will be 127224. However, when we added all
the data into one transaction, the gas usage was found to be
21288. This gas usage does not include the gas usage for
contract creation. Figure 7 provides the graph between No:
of patients and the Ethereum gas required for executing
the smart contract transaction. X-Axis shows the number
of patients and Y-Axis shows the gas required when sensor
data is separated into multiple transactions and when data
is added to a single transaction.

Figure 7 clearly indicates that it is possible to add all
the collected data in single transaction which can drastically
reduce the execution cost. While Ethereum does not impose
restrictions on the size of content, it is not considered
efficient for storing large volumes of data [46]. Hence a
common way to deal with this limitation is to use Inter
Planetary File System (IPFS) [47]. IPFS functions as a
decentralized file system where data is distributed across
a peer-to-peer network. Each data instance possesses a
distinct address that directs to the specific data. Hence
many blockchain based IoMT applications use IPFS. The
mentioned cause is limited only to emergency patients.
Hence our result shows that it is capable to store the data
in the Ethereum blockchain.

Figure 7. Gas used when data are separated in multiple transactions
and when data is added to single transaction

7. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Table II shows how the blockchain based system pro-

vides security. The use of pseudo-anonymous address pro-
vides privacy without disclosing the patient identity. An
adversary will not be able to link to the real identity of
the patient. Blockchain ensures that transactions are shared

among multiple nodes in the system which protects from
single point of failure and ensures data availability. Data
integrity is provided through hash functions where each
block is linked to previous block through hash. Transactions
are recorded in blocks and linking of blocks helps to
create immutable transactions. Transactions are authenti-
cated through digital signatures. The system also provides
transparency in a controlled way without revealing the
identity of the patient.

TABLE II. Security Analysis

Confidentiality

Provides Pseudo anonymity. The use of
anonymous addresses safeguards the pri-
vacy of patients, preventing any linkages
between individuals and their respective
data.

Availability Transactions are recorded on all nodes on
the blockchain providing Availability.

Immutability

Transactions are recorded in blocks and
blocks are linked to previous blocks.
Hence modifying a transaction necessitate
multiple changes.

Traceability

Transactions on the blockchain can be
tracked from their point of creation, en-
suring immutability, and are authenticated
by the verifier through digital signatures.

Transparency Provide Transparency to the data while
maintaining privacy and control.

Privacy

The use of anonymous addresses safe-
guard the privacy of patients, preventing
any linkages between individuals and their
respective data.

8. CONCLUSION
In this research work, we outlined how blockchain based

system can be used for a certain cause that elevated the trust
between patients and hospitals. The approach followed in
the research is more patient-centric and hence only autho-
rized users have access to patient data. Privacy is provided
through anonymity. Patient’s condition is easily verifiable
for the relatives and patient/authorized representative can
grant or revoke permissions of patient data to the parties
who would like to access the data. Authorized representative
of the patient can trust the hospital and the medical care
received by the patient as the patient data is available to
them in real time. Compared with the traditional centralized
database, the use of blockchain prevent data tampering
and single point of failure. The system provides privacy
through anonymity and the experiment results show that
data can be stored within the blockchain nodes as a single
transaction for all vitals. As a future work, the system can
be implemented using other blockchain platforms such as
Hyperledger Fabric and performance can be measured and
compared.
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